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Function Machines
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A real function machine
- and “guess the function” game 

 Press Y=  and type in your function

 Press 2nd then mode to return to home-screen

 Swap calculators with your partner

 Use the vars key to test the effect of the function 
on different input variables





 Develop and test a hypothesis for what you think the 
function is and press Y= to confirm.

 Alternatively use Stat Edit with 0,1,2,3,etc in L1 and 
define L2 = Y1(L1) 



The calculator takes photo’s!









Substitute the line gradients into 

𝒕𝒂𝒏𝜽 =
𝒎𝟏−𝒎𝟐

𝟏+(𝒎𝟏×𝒎𝟐)

to determine the angle of global rotation  

for the time the camera shutter was open.

Divide by 360° to convert to fraction of a day.

Multiply by 24 x 60 x 60 to convert to seconds. 





Use of an imported image, line constructions 

and Snell’s Law to determine a refractive index
 1. Obtain a suitable image (by student experiment or internet).

 2. Use TI-Connect to send the image to your handheld.

 3. In the “format” menu, select the image to display as background.

 4. Press “graph” to display the image on a coordinate plane ensuring that you 

change the Zoom setting to “ZSquare”. 

 5. Use the “QuickPlot&Fit-EQ” feature combined with some manual calculations 

to define linear equations for:

- the face of the (plastic or glass) block

- the normal (using “trace” to find coordinates of point of contact)

- the incident ray

- the refracted ray

 6. Substitute relevant line gradients into 𝒕𝒂𝒏𝜽 =
𝒎𝟏−𝒎𝟐

𝟏+(𝒎𝟏×𝒎𝟐)
to determine angles 

of incidence and refraction. 

 7. Substitute angles into Snell’s Law to determine refractive index.







Calculations

𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃 =
𝑚1 −𝑚2

1 + (𝑚1 ×𝑚2)

Angle of incidence (between red and magenta lines)

𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃 =
0.931427−(−0.04)

1+(0.931427×(−0.04))
𝜃 = 45.2572°

Angle of refraction (between red and green lines)

𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃 =
0.931427−(−0.2414)

1+(0.931427×(−0.2414))
𝜃 = 29.3951°

Refractive index of block   =
sin(45.2572)

sin(29.3951)

= 1.45



Do you want more?....

 https://education.ti.com/en-GB/aus-nz/pd/online-learning/webinars

https://education.ti.com/en-GB/aus-nz/pd/online-learning/webinars
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Handy Transformations
 Inspired by “Hands on Reflections” by Peter Fox and an even earlier hand-

tracing activity by Steve Arnold (~1998 ?)

 Another variation is a lesson package called “Transforming Fish”.



 1. Trace your right hand on grid paper.

(e.g. cm grid 25 x 25)

 2. Mark a set of at least 30 points along the tracing, 

ensuring that you include key points such as 

fingertips and web between fingers.

 Set the origin (0,0) at the bottom left of your grid 

and assign coordinates to each of your points. 

 On the TI-84 Plus CE, type your x-coordinates into L1 

and their corresponding y-coordinates into L2.

 Produce a continuous line StatPlot of these points, 

assign appropriate Window settings and view the 

graph.  



Define new lists in terms of the two original lists and then StatPlots

of these to produce various transformations.

 L3 = -L1 and L4 = L2 then StatPlot Xlist:L3, Ylist:L4 

to reflect the image in the Y-axis.

 L3 = L1 – 20  and L4 = L2 then StatPlot Xlist:L3, Ylist:L4 

to translate the image 20 units left.

 L3 = 0.5*L1 + 7 and L4 = 0.5*L2 

then StatPlot Xlist:L3, Ylist:L4 

to shrink the image and move it inside the original.

 L3 = -L2 and L4 = L1 then StatPlot Xlist:L3, Ylist:L4 

to rotate the image 90o anticlockwise.



…and just a little more fancy.



Those old favourite Apps

- now in colour!


